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We have added Viso Systems to the OLS Team!We have added Viso Systems to the OLS Team!

Modern light measurement system with market leading software
Measures light sources up to 45 kg (99 lbs.) and up to 200 cm (6.5 ft)
Fits into relatively small laboratories
All color and lumen data – no integrating sphere needed
An advanced system which is very easy to operate
Output as customizable reports or raw data

GONIOSPECTROMETER DESIGNGONIOSPECTROMETER DESIGN

Cutting-edge and modern design is
key for the success of our solutions,
as the quality of our products is
reflected in their visual representation
in installations. Therefore, the first
step of the creation of new products
is always connected with a thorough
and deliberate design. Hence designs
are fitted perfectly with the specific
types of new products’ application.
We will support you all the way until
your lighting lab is commissioned and
give you the necessary training.
Further, we will help you maximize
your benefits through continuous
software updates and fast technical
support.

DEVELOPMENTDEVELOPMENT

Throughout the past 15 years, Viso
has obtained a vast amount of
experience in hardware and software
development of solutions for
measuring and controlling light for a
variety of applications. As a result,
our areas of expertise stretch from
small embedded solutions to
extensive windows applications. Our
hardware and software are
considered some of the most intuitive
on the market, whether creating LDT
and IES files, PPFD data for
horticultural lighting or radiometrical
data. Our goniospectrometer systems
measure lighting fixtures up to 1.5
meters in diameter. What’s more, all
of our hardware solutions are
delivered with the Light Inspector
Software included, which also
enables users to customize their
reports as well as track and trace the
measurement, if desired.

For more information click here

Give us a call today!
718-321-0002

17 Barstow Road, Suite 310 Great Neck, NY 11021

Please forward quote requests and orders to:
orders@oemlightingsales.com

Visit our website website to learn more about our premier manufactures

https://oemlightingsales.com/
https://www.visosystems.com/
https://oemlightingsales.com/
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